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Correlations of Functions of Normal Variables 
SAM GUTMANN 
Northeasten Univenity 
Communicated by D. R. Brillinger 
Let (Xl , & ,..., Xk , Yl , Yz ,... , Yk) be multivariate normal and define a 
matrix C by Ci, = cov(X, , YJ. If (i) 3(X, ,..., X,) = 6p(Y1 ,..., Yk) and 
(ii) C is symmetric positive definite, then 0 < varf(X, ,..., X,) < CO 3 
corr(fWl ,..., -&MY1 ,..., Yk)) > 0. Condition (i) is necessary for the 
conclusion. The sufficiency of (i) and (ii) follows from an infinite-dimensional 
version, which can also be applied to a pair of jointly normal Brownian motions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = {X,> and Y = {Yt) be a pair of jointly normal Gaussian processes 
with the same distribution. The aim of this paper is to give conditions under 
which f(X) and f( Y) are positively correlated for any functional f such that the 
variance off(X) is finite and nonzero. The main theorem and its finite-dimen- 
sional corollary are proved in Section 2. In Section 3, the infinite-dimensional 
result is applied to a pair of jointly normal Brownian motions. The necessity of 
(i) for the finite-dimensional version is proved in Section 4, which also contains 
a discussion of the necessity of (ii). 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {[a}lyc,, where the 5, 
are independent N(0, 1) random variables, supported on a probability space 
(9, o(H), P); for any A C H, a(A) is the smallest u-algebra for which every 
XE A is measurable. 
A result of Dixmier [l , p. 3891 is needed to state the theorem to be proved here. 
If A and B are subspaces of Hilbert space such that A CT B1 = AL n B = (01, 
then there exists an isometry R mapping A onto B satisfying 
and 
(Rx, x) > 0 VXEA, x #O, (1) 
(Rx, 4 = (x, fi) Vx,zeA. (2) 
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In [l] this is stated for complex Hilbert space, but the proof holds for real 
Hilbert space as well. 
Let A and B be subspaces of the Hilbert space of normal variables defined 
above, and assume A n B’ = Al n B = (0}, so R exists. Then R can be 
extended to an isometry R of L2(sZ, a(A), P) =: L2(a(A)) onto L2(sZ, a(B), P) 
by defining R(f(X1 ,..., X,)) to bef(RXr ,..., RX*) for any X1 ,..., X, E A. Here 
A and B play the role of a pair of jointly normal Gaussian processes; they are 
“isonormal” processes as in [2]. 
Throughout, var, cov, and corr stand for variance, covariance, and correlation, 
respectively; E denotes expectation. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let A and B and a(A) be as above. 
THEOREM. Let R be an isometry mapping A unto B sutzksfring (1) and (2), and 
let i? be the extension defined above. If 9 EL~(u(A)) and var4 > 0, then 
corr(+, R+) > 0. 
Proof. The proof relies on the decomposition of La(u(H)) into “Wiener 
chaos.” Following Neveu [4, Chap. 71, let HBn denote the n-fold tensor product 
of H and let HOn denote the subspace of HBn generated by elements of the form 
c& 0 ... 0 %” > where the sum ranges over all permutations of {1,2,..., n} 
and the x, denote arbitrary elements of H. Denote (n!)-li8 * C,, xol @ **. @ x0 
by x1 0 .** Q x, . Then La(u(H)) is identified with @a,, Hon. Under this” 
identification, if 5, ,..., cr is an orthonormal set in H, and hi(*) is the Hermite 
polynomial of degree i, then 
51 0 ... 0 51 0 52 0 .*- 0 52 0 **. 0 5k 0 ..* L, 
where & appears i(i) times, (3) 
is ident&ed with hi(,)(J,) * hi(2)(&) *** hi(k)(&). I f  HI is a closed subspace of H, 
then La(u(H,)) is identified with 0, HP”. 
If  T is a bounded operator on H, then Tan acts on Han by x1 @ ... @ x,, H 
(TxJ @ ... @ (TX,), and leaves Han invariant. I f  T is a contraction, then 
0, TBn is a contraction on @,, Hon. 
Let PA denote the projection onto A. Then PAR is a contraction of A into 
itself. By (1) and (2), PAR is self-adjoint and positive definite. Hence @,(PAR)@n 
acting on 0, Han is also self-adjoint and positive definite. Also, 
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Considering elements of form (3), and the definition of R, it is seen that 0, Rmn 
is identified with R. Also, 0, PAQn is identified with EatA), conditional expecta- 
tion with respect to a(A). (Thi s o b servation is used in [3], in proving that for 
any contraction T on H, en T@‘” acting on 0, HO%, i.e., La(a(H)), extends to 
a double stochastic operator on Ll(Q, a(H), P).) 
So the self-adjoint positive definite operator @,(PAR)@” acting on Ls(u(A)) 
coincides with E”(A)R. Hence for any # nonzero inP(o(A)), E[+ . (EO(A)W$)] > 0, 
or E[# * @] > 0. For any+ E G(a(A)), E#J = E&L If var # > 0, i.e., $ - & # 0, 
then (letting # = 4 - E$) th e correlation of # and a+ is positive. 
COROLLARY. Let (X, ,..., X, , Y, ,..., YJ be multivariate normal and define 
C by Cij = cov(X, , Y,). If 
(i) 9(X, ,..., X,) = 9(Y1 ,..., Y,) and 
(ii) C is symmetric positive definite then 
0 < varf(X1 ,..., X,) < a, * corr(f(X, ,..., X,),f(Y, ,..., Yk)) > 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, the means of X, ,..., X, , Y1 ,..., Yk may 
be set equal to 0. Let H be the Hilbert space consisting of linear combinations of 
the variables Xi ,..., X, , Y1 ,..., Yk; let A (respectively B) be the linear span of 
X r ,..., X, (respectively Yr ,..., YJ. Define R: A + B by RX, = Yt . Then R 
is an isometry by (i), and satisfies (I) and (2) by (ii). Since w(f(X, ,..., X,)) = 
f (Y, ,**-, Yk), the corollary follows. 
If the dimensions of A n BL and AL n B are only assumed equal, then an 
isometry R mapping A onto B still exists, satisfying (2) and 
(R.%x) 20 XE A (see [l]). (la) 
The operator i? can be defined as before and in this case the correlation of 4 
and i’?$ is always nonnegative. For the finite-dimensional version, if (i) holds 
and the matrix C is symmetric and non-negative definite, then f (Xl ,..., X,) and 
f (Yl ,*a*, Yk) are nonnegatively correlated. 
Another consequence of the proof of the theorem is the following: If 
SU~~~~~(~U)) corr(#, a#) is attained, it must be attained by some + E A. (In the 
finite-dimensional case, the sup must be attained, and is attained by a linear 
combination of Xi ,..., X, .) This follows from applying the spectral theorem to 
the self-adjoint positive definite contraction PAR, since 
ys cdd, W = g; W * PAW/W2) 
= sup(spectrum of PAR) = sup spectrum of @ (PAR)Bn 
n>o 
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Of course these sups are attained if and only if the supremum of the spectrum of 
PAR is an eigenvalue of PAR. 
3. AN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 
Let (X,} and {Y,), t > 0, be a pair of jointly normal standard Brownian 
motions. Assume that the R2 process (X, , Yt) has independent increments, i.e., 
for t > s, X, - X, is independent of Y, and Yt - Y, is independent of X, . 
A process with these properties is completely determined by E(X,Y,) =: c(t). 
Let A and B denote the closed linear span of (X,} and {Y,}, respectively. Define 
R mapping A onto B by R(X,) = Y, , and let R be the extension to Q(a(A)) 
given by R(,f(X,. ,..., X,.)) =f( Yt. ,..., Yt.). 
PROPOSITION. Let {X,), {Y,>, c(t), A, and R be us above. If c(t) is a strictly 
increasing and absolutely continuous function, then corr(+, &) > 0 fw any nonzero 
c EL2(4w 
Proof. To apply the theorem of Section 2, it is suflicient to check (1) and (2). 
Property (2) is immediate since for t > s, E(RX, * X,) = E(Y, * X,) = 
E(Y, * X,) by the independent increments assumption, and E(Y, * X,) = 
E(Y, . Xt) = E(X, . RX,). T o verify (l), let Jr be the usual isometry between 
Ls(0, co) and A given by I~s,~l t-+ Xt; let J2 be the isometry between L2(0, co) 
and B given by IL,,~I + Yt . In the same way that E[]l(f)2] is shown to equal 
J’f (t)2 dt using simple functions, E[h(f) . J2(f)] can be shown to equal 
.ff (t)2 de(t). Clearly J2(f) = R(Mf)). So KMf) . Wdf>>l = ffW2 W 
which is positive for any nonzero f gL2(0, co) because c(e) is strictly increasing 
and absolutely continuous. Thus (1) holds and the proof is complete. 
The proposition applies to many familiar random variables. Under the above 
hypotheses, max,,Gt(r X, and max,,(,<i Yt , for example, are positively correlated. 
If c( *) is only assumed to be nondecreasing with no assumption on absolute 
continuity, then corr(+, &5) 3 0. Of course not every function c(t) equals 
E(X,Y,) for a pair {X,}, {Yt} of the type described above. But (as can be seen by 
checking matrices for non-negative definiteness) if 0 < c(t) < t and t - c(t) and 
c(t) are both nondecreasing with t, then there exists a pair {X,}, {Yt} such that 
E(X, - Yf) = c(t). 
4. NECESSITY 
What conditions on the multivariate normal variable (X1 ,..., X, , Y, ,..., Yk) 
are necessary if 
0 -=z var f (X, ,..., X,) < co * corr(f(X, ,..., X,), f (Yl ,..., Yk)) > 0 ? 
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If C denotes the matrix defined by Cii = cov(Xi , Yj), then C must define a 
non-negative definite quadratic form, i.e., C aiajCij > 0 Vu, ,..., ak merely to 
ensure nonnegative correlations for linearf. (It is not necessary that C be strictly 
positive definite, e.g., let X, = X, = Yr = Yz . But if (X, ,..., XJ is really 
K-dimensional, then the strict positive definiteness of C is necessary). Condition 
(i) is also necessary, as follows. 
PROPOSITION. If corr(f(X, ,..., X,), f( Yr ,..., Yk)) > 0 zuhe~~~~er 
0 < varf(X, ,..., X,) < co, 
then 3(X, ,...) X,) = LqYl ,‘..) Yk). 
Proof. The nth Hermite polynomial is given by 
w4 = ,,,c,,,, (n _ *;y pm! (-1)mXn-2ma 
If X N N(0, 1) then E(lai(X)2) = i! [4, p. 1491. Th e calculations required below 
use the fact that E(hi(X) . Xj) = 0, j < i. Also used is E(QX) . Xi) = i! 
which holds since E(h&X) . Xi) = E[h,(X) * (hi(X) + r(X))], where the degree 
of r is i - 2. Note that E(&,(X) . Xi) = 0 since for each i one factor is an odd 
function and the other even. The only parts of the explicit expression for hi(x) 
needed are the coefficients of xi, xi--l, and ~i-~, which are 1, 0, and -($, 
respectively. 
Assume that for somej, EXj # EY, . By a linear transformation, without loss 
of generality, assume X, = X N N(0, 1) and Yj = Y N N(0, u2). By the 
hypothesis, corr(X, Y) > 0, so Y can be written as aX + bZ + 0, where 
a > 0,Z is independent of X and 2 w N(0, l), and B # 0. 
With t and i > 1 to be chosen later, let f(x) = hi(x) + thi-l(x). Computing 
using the properties indicated above, 
coW-0 f(Y)) = cov(f(X>,f(aX + b.Z + 4) 
= (i - l)! ai-l[t2 + iOt + ai]. 
The discriminant of the bracketed quadratic in t is i2B2 - 4ai which is positive 
for i > 4~182. So for large i, there exists t to make cov(f(X),f(Y)) < 0, a 
contradiction. Hence EXi = EY, for all i, and all means can be assumed equal 
to 0 for the next part of the proof. 
It remains to show that EX2 = EY2 if X = x a,X, and Y = z aiYi for any 
a, ,..., a, . Without loss of generality, assume X N N(0, 1) and Y = aX + UT, 
where Z - N(0, 1) independent of X, and a > 0. Further suppose a2 + b2 # 1, 
i.e., EY2 # EX2. Letf(x) = hi(x) + thiw2(x), t and i > 2 to be chosen later. To 
compute cov(f(X),f(Y)), an additional property is needed: E(hi-,(X) * Xi) = 
(t) . (i - 2)! which holds because 
E(hi&X) + Xi) = E [hi-a(X) * (hi(X) + (1) Xie2 + r(X))]% 
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where the degree of Y is i - 4. Now 
c~v~f(-v,.f(Y)) = cov(f(x),f(~x + b-q) 
= (i-2)! d-2 [ t2 + (1) (a2 + b2 + 1)t + &(i - l)] . 
The relevant discriminant is (i)“(u2 + b2 - 1)2 - 4a2i(i - 1) which is positive 
for large i. So t exists to make cov(f(X),f( Y)) < 0, and the contradiction estab- 
lishes that 9(X, ,..., X,) = Z(Yr ,..., Y&. 
A question that remains is whether the matrix C given by C, = cov(X, , Yi) 
must be symmetric if corr(f(X, ,..., X,),f( YI ,..., YJ) is always positive. The 
following example suggests that it must be. 
EXAMPLE. Let X, and Xs be independent N(0, l), and let 
Yl = cos f?X, + sin 0X2 
and 
Y2 = -sin 0X, + cos 0X2 , for 0 < e < ~12. 
The matrix C is 
[ 
cos 8 sin e 1 -sin0 case 
which defines a positive definite quadratic form but is not symmetric; also 
.3(X, , X2) = -E”( YI , Ys) holds. Let f(x 1 , x2) = x&(x~), i to be chosen later. 
Using the orthogonality properties of the Hermite polynomials as before and the 
independence of XI and X2 , cov(f(X, , X2), f( Yr , YJ) can be shown to equal 
(COS ey-ii! [COG e - i sin2 e]. For 0 E (0, r/2), CO.+ 0 - isin* 0 < 0 for i 
sufficiently large, so X&(X,) and Y&( Y2) are negatively correlated for large i. 
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